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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION NO. 8  (Cont'd.) 
 
RATE - FIVE PART - MONTHLY:  (Cont'd.) 
 
 (2) Over and Under-delivery Charges (Cont'd.) 
 
  (a) Over-deliveries - Daily 
 
   If on any day a customer's over-delivery is greater than 10% 

of a customer's actual usage, the over-delivered volumes in 
excess of 10% will be purchased by the Company at the rates 
set forth below.  The Index Price used to determine the 
applicable rate shall be equal to the highest "Midpoint" rate 
of the "Louisiana-Onshore South", "Tennessee" receipt points 
for the applicable day as published in Gas Daily in the table 
"Daily Price Survey", plus the Company's weighted average 
cost of transportation (WACOT) and fuel losses calculated at 
100% load factor. 

 
For Over-deliveries Rate 

>10% up to and including 15% 90% of Index Price 
>15% up to and including 20% 85% of Index Price 
>20% - Winter 60% of Index Price 
>20  - Summer  70% of Index Price 

 
  (b) Over-deliveries - Monthly 
 
   If there is an over-delivery at the end of the month, the 

over-delivered volumes will be purchased by the Company at a 
rate equal to 95% of the monthly average of the highest daily 
"Midpoint" rates of the "Louisiana-Onshore South", 
"Tennessee" receipt points for the month published in Gas 
Daily in the table "Daily Price Survey", plus the Company's 
weighted average cost of transportation (WACOT) and fuel 
losses calculated at 100% load factor. 

 
(c) Under-deliveries - Daily 

 
   If on any day a customer's under-delivery is greater than 10% 

of a customer's actual usage, the under-delivered volumes in 
excess of 10% will be sold to the customer by the Company at 
the rates set forth below.  The Index Price used to determine 
the applicable rate shall be equal to the highest daily 
"Midpoint" rate of the "Louisiana - Onshore South", 
"Tennessee" receipt points for the applicable day as 
published in Gas Daily in the table "Daily Price Survey", 
plus the Company's weighted average cost of transportation 
(WACOT) and fuel losses calculated at 100% load factor. 

 
For Under-deliveries Rate 
>10% up to and including 15% 110% of Index Price 
>15% up to and including 20% 115% of Index Price 
>20% - Winter 140% of Index Price 
>20  - Summer  130% of Index Price 
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